
Paper Mache Bird Instructions 

1. Using your template trace the shapes onto your cardboard and cut out.  

2. Using a bit of tape stick the small rectangle of cardboard between the two bird shapes 

as shown in the 1st photo.  

3. Take the two pieces of craft wire and bend them into the shapes to form the legs and 

feet as shown in the 2nd photo. (I wrapper mine around a pen to get a good circle shape 

at the bottom) 

4. Then fold together the bird shape and use a little glue on the beak and tail areas to hold 

the shape together. (hot glue works best but if you do not have hot glue use regular glue 

and hold together for a few minutes with a clothespin or paper clip until glue dries) 

5. Glue the legs in place. (sliding the wire into the corrugated cardboard is the best way to 

get them to stay, this is tricky. I found that putting one in front of the other just a bit 

helped to make it stand up. Also make sure your “feet” are as flat as you can get them on 

the bottom and they are equal lengths once glued in.) 

6. Cut up strips of paper and mix up your glue (1 part white glue to 2 parts water, or use 

mod podge if you have it.) Lay the strips over the entire bird one at a time and brush on 

glue until the entire bird is covered. I found smaller pieces of paper are better, this is 

messy so do this on newspaper or some surface that is easily cleanable  

7. Once the bird is dry you can use markers to create a design on your bird or paint your 

bird however you would like. Have fun creating! 

(You could also use bits of wrapping paper, newspaper, old book pages, or any other 

colorful paper in place of the white paper provided to give your bird a different look) 

 

 

 

 


